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Abstract
In this paper we consider a multi-class, multi-server queueing system with preemptive
priorities. We distinguish two groups of priority classes that consist of multiple items, each
having their own arrival and service rate. We assume Poisson arrival processes and exponen-
tially distributed service times. We derive an approximate method to estimate the steady
state probabilities with an approximation error that can be made as small as desired at the
expense of some more numerical matrix iterations. Based on these probabilities, we can
derive approximations for a wide range of relevant performance characteristics, such as the
expected postponement time for each item class and the first and second moment of the
number of items of a certain type in the system. We illustrate our method with some nu-
merical examples. Comparison to simulation results shows that with a moderate number of
matrix iterations ( '" 20) we can estimate key performance measures, such as the mean and
variance of the number of items in the system, with an error less than 1% in most cases.
Keywords: Multi-server, multi-class queue; Peemptive priority
1 Introduction.
Multi-server priority queueing systems arise in various applications, such as computer and
telecommunication systems. We encountered this model during our research on spare parts
logistics for repairable items (Sherbrooke [13], Sleptchenko et al. [12]). In such situations we
aim to minimize holding costs for spare parts stocks given a fixed system availability, or to
maximize system availability given a fixed budget for spare parts. The queueing models are
necessary to model repair facilities. Particularly, we need the first two moments of the number
of items in the repair shop. By introducing priority rules into these spare part models, we aim to
gain efficiency in stock optimization, since we can give high priority to expensive items, thereby
reducing stock of these expensive items while increasing the stocks of (low priority) cheap items.
In this way, we hope to attain the target system availability at lower costs.
A repair shop in spare part networks is generally able to handle multiple items, that we
classify as either high priority or low priority items. Each item has its own arrival rate and
service time distribution. As a consequence, we need to model a repair shop by a (multi-server)
priority queueing system with two priority classes, where each class consists of multiple subclasses
(item types). An algorithm to determine performance characteristics of such multi-server, multi-
class priority queueing systems is not available in the literature as far as we know. Therefore,
we develop our own algorithm in this paper, assuming Poisson arrivals and exponential service
times. We expect that such an algorithm can be used for other applications as well, such as
computer, communication and production systems. Although we proceed from a model with
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exponential service times and two priority groups it is clear that we can in principle extend our
method to analyze systems with more priority classes and with hyperexponential service times.
There is quite some literature on single server priority queueing systems. However, multi-
server priority queueing systems have received much less attention. Recently, such models have
been studied by Mitrani et al [10], Gail et al. [3, 4], Kao et al. [7, 8], Kella and Yechiali [9] and
Wagner [15, 16, 17]. Results are available both if preemption is allowed, so high priority items
may interrupt the service of low priority items, or not.
The non-preemptive queues are analyzed most extensively by Wagner [16], who considers
multi-server nonpreemptive priority systems with Markovian arrival process, service times having
phase type distributions and both finite or infinite queueing space. Another interesting approach
to non-preemptive priority queues is proposed by Kao and Wilson [8]. They apply a power-
series approach to estimate the performance characteristics. The power-series approach has
been introduced by Hooghiemstra et al. [5] and has been applied before to solve a variety of
queueing problems - particularly those with multidimensional state space. Kao and Wilson [8]
apply this approach to a multi-server queue with two priority classes and no preemption. They
compare the performance of their method to a matrix analytic approach as described in Kao and
Narayanan [7]. The power series approach is interesting, because it can easily be implemented
and it can be extended to include more than two priority classes and to preemptive priorities
in theory. However these extensions cause an enormous growth of memory requirements and
computation time.
Among the papers on preemptive priorities, we mention the approximation approach of
Buzen [1] and the generating function approach as proposed by Mitrani et al [10] and by Gail
et al. [4]. The basic idea of the Buzen's approximation approach is to replace k servers by a
single server that works k times as fast and to use a correction factor, being the ratio of the
waiting times when the same trick would be applied to the non-priority multi-server queue.
Although this approach is attractive because of its simplicity and its extendability to general
service times, it was done only for the first moments of number of items in the system. In
contrast to Buzen's idea, the generating function approach gives exact results for the first two
moments of the number of items in the system. However, these approaches ([4, 10]) can only be
applied to cases with two classes.
To analyze multi-class, multi-server queues with two priority groups each containing several
item classes, we proceed as follows. First we construct the equilibrium state equations (section
2). To solve this set of equations, we develop an approximate approach, which gives estimates of
the system states probabilities. From a computational point of view, an exact solution is difficult
to achieve, but it can be approximated as close as desired at the expense of moderate numerical
work. To demonstrate this we shall heavily rely upon in-depth insight in the structure of the
exact solution. We distinguish three regions when solving the equilibrium equations, namely (1)
states with at least one high priority item in the queue, (2) states with only low priority items
in the queue, and (3) states in which the queue is empty. We deal with each region separately.
In section 3 we solve the equilibrium equations in region 1 (high priority items in the queue).
Next, we show how to deal with the remaining equations (no high priority items in the queue)
in section 4. For these equations, we can only approximate the system state probabilities. Using
the (approximate) state probabilities, we can derive various system performance characteristics
(expected waiting times per type, expected queue length per type and even correlations between
types, expected postponement time per type). In section 5, we show as an example how to derive
the first two moments of the number of items in the system for each type and the expected
postponement time per type. We compare our approximations to simulation results in section
6. Finally, we present our conclusions and we discuss some model extensions in section 7. Some
.of the details of proofs and derivations are given in appendices so that the general line through
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the paper becomes clearer.
2 The Model.
2.1 Definitions and notation.
As mentioned before, customers are processed according to a preemptive priority rule, Le. when
a high priority (hp) item arrives and no server is available, one of the low priority (lp) items in
service (if there is one) is taken out of service (postponed) to allow the high priority item to be
served. As preemption discipline we suppose that if preemption occurs each lp item in service
is chosen with equal probability. When a server comes available again, one of the postponed
items is taken back into the service (resumed). We also suppose a resume discipline with equal
probability for each of the postponed items. We denote the number of item classes with high
(low) priority by N h (N1). High priority jobs from subclass i arrive according to a Poisson
process with rate >"f and low priority jobs from subclass j arrive with rate >..~. The service times
of the subclasses are exponentially distributed with rates pf and p~ for high and low priority
item classes, respectively. Because of the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, it
does not make a difference whether postponed jobs are resumed from the moment of interruption
on or whether they are restarted completely. All servers are equal, and if multiple servers are
available to process a job, each available server has an equal chance to get this job. We use pf,
p~ to denote the utilization rates of high and low priority item classes in the system. We denote
the total number of high priority items by n and the number items in high priority type i by ni.
For the low priority items, we will use the notation m and mj respectively.
We characterize the system state by five vectors of dimensions N h and N 1, where the com-
ponents of each vector refer to the (high and low priority) subclasses. The first four vectors are
obvious, Le. vectors containing information about the items in queue and in service:
Sh and sl - vectors containing the number of high and low priority items in service per item
class.
w h and wi - vectors containing the number of high and low priority items in the queue waiting
for first service per item class.
Next, we need one more vector to keep track of low priority items that have been withdrawn
from service when a high priority item arrived. This vector is necessary since items with longer
processing time will be withdrawn (postponed) more often and then the probability to have in
front of server one of these slow moving items is higher. Thus, the fifth vector is:
;pI - vector containing the number of postponed low priority items per item class.
Then the systems state probabilities are denoted by Pn,m (wh,sh, wi, sl, ;pI) .
Other general notations used throughout the paper are:
Ah, AI, ph, pi - sums of the arrival rates and service rates for each class, Le. Ah = L:~~ >"f,
I _ "VN1 I h _ h / N h ~ _ Ah I _ 1 / N 1 .& _ KA - LJi=l \ and p - A L:i=l J.L? - kph' P - A L:i=l J.Li - kpl' where general
utilization rates for each class are ph tp,~, pi 'I' and the total utilization rate is
p=ph+pl.
h 1 f . f . 1 h_~ 1_'&ai , ai - ractIOns 0 arnva rates, Le. ai - Ah' ai - A.l'
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8f, 8~ - perturbations of service rates, i.e. (1 +8f) = ~, (1 + 8D = Hk.
I
'Y - fraction of general service rates of high and low priority items, Le. 'Y = Ei..
I-'
Ii (sh, sl) - sum of service rate of all items in service, Le. Ii (sh, sl) = E~~ sff-Lf +E~l S~f-L~
"8 (sh, sl) - sum of perturbations of service rate of all items in service,
Le. "8 (sh, sl) = i (E~~ sf8f +E~l s~8~)
Xi - the i th component of any vector x.
ef (eD - a vector of dimension N h (Nl ) with component i equal to 1 and all other components
equal to 0; this vector is used to indicate the changes in vectors wh and sh (wi, r l and sl)
during transitions from state to state.
et (e~j) - denotes the lh component of the vector ef (eD, so et (eL) = 1 if i = j and 0
otherwise.
Ixl - denotes the sum of all components of any vector x.
We will introduce the remaining notation later on. The full list of notations can be found in
the appendix.
2.2 Stationary state equations.
In this section, we will write down the equilibrium state equations for the continuous time Markov
chain. That is, the net exchange of probability in an infinitesimal interval from a given state with
its neighbors has to be zero in an equilibrium situation. Neighbors of a state (wh,sh, wi, sl, r l)
with n clients of high priority and m clients of low priority are states to/from which a one-step
transition is possible, either by an item arrival or by a service completion. According to the
numbers nand m of items in the system, the system states (so the equilibrium equations) can
be divided into three areas (see figure 1):
1. there is at least one high priority item in the queue (n> k, m 2 0),
II. all servers are busy, but there is no high priority item in the queue (n ~ k, n + m 2 k),
III. there is at least one server available (n + m < k),
All these subspaces have different equilibrium equations. Besides, we have to consider the
equations for the two boundaries between the regions separately.
In area I (n > k, m 2 0), we have states with all servers occupied and high priority items
in the queue, so no low priority items are in service (sl = 0). Therefore the transitions from the
neighbors of state (wh,sh, wi, 0, r l) are due to:
(1) the arrival of high and low priority jobs that enter the queue
(2) the service completion of a high priority job; in this case, we consider all combinations
(i,j) where i represents the subclass of the item for which service is completed and j is the
subclass of the high priority item that enters service.
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Figure 1: Three sets of probability states
Hence the equilibrium equations are:
(Ah+ Al+ 71 (sh, 0)) Pn,m (wh,sh, wl, 0,rl)
N h N 1
'"" ,h T> (-h -h -h -l -0 =1.) + '"" ,l D (-h -h d -d -0 =1.)= L..JAi.rn-l,m W -ei's ,w, ,r L..JAirn,m-l W ,8 ,W -ei' ,r
i=l i=l
Nh Nh W'!- + 1
+ '"" '"" J ( h+ 1 h) hT> (-h + -h -h + -h -h -l -0 -l)L..J L..J I-hi 8i - eij J.ti rn+l,m W ej' S ei - ej' w, ,r
i=l j=l W + 1
where I;t~l characterizes the probability that the high priority item with class j is in front of
the queue.
In area II (n ::; k, n + m ~ k) the equilibrium equations are different for the internal states
(i.e. n < k, n + m > k) and for the boundary states (i.e. n = k, n + m > k for II-III and
n+m = k for I-II).
In the internal states of area II (n < k, n + m > k) all servers are busy, low priority
items are in service and no high priority items are in the queue (i.e. sl =1= 0, wh = 0). So, the
transitions from the neighbors of state (0, sh, wl,sl, rl) occur due to
(1) the arrival of a low priority job that enters the queue,
(2) the arrival of a high priority job that is served directly, thereby preempting a low priority
job and changing the vector rl ; we assume that low priority items to be withdrawn from service
are selected randomly, so the probability that an item of subclass j is selected equals I;i~l'
(3) service completion of a (high or low priority) item type i without postponed items in the
queue (rl = 0), so a new service of a low priority item type j is started; note that subclass j is
at the front of the queue with probability I;{~l'
(4) service completion of a (high or low priority) item type i with postponed items in the
queue (rl =1= 0), so the service of a postponed low priority item type j is continued; note that
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subclass j is at the front of the queue with probability I;{~l'
When writing down the equilibrium equations, we use the fact that the service rates of the
postponed items and the items in the queue are the same due to the memoryless property of
exponential distribution of the service times. Then, the equilibrium equations are:
N l
(Ah + Al +- (-h -d)) 1") (-0 -h -l -l -l) """' \ l D (-0 -h -l -l -l -l)11 S ,S I"n,m ,S ,W ,S ,r = L-J/\iI"n,m-l ,S ,W - ei's ,r
i=l
where 1(·) denotes the indicator function, so the value of thefunction is 1 if the statement
between parentheses is true and 0 otherwise.
Then, we consider the border between the areas I and II (n = k). That is, the number
of high priority jobs in the system equals the number of servers. So no high priority jobs are
waiting in the queue and no low priority jobs are in service. Then the transitions to the state
ro -h -l -0 -l),v,s ,W, ,r are:
(1) the arrival of a high priority job i that enters service immediately, thereby preempting
the single low priority job j that was in service,
(2) the arrival of a low priority job that enters the queue,
(3) the service completion of a high priority job i, causing that the single high priority job
in the queue (type j) is being served; note that a low priority job cannot be completed, since
all servers are busy with high priority jobs.
So the equilibrium equations are:
(Ah + Al +Ji (sh, st)) Pn,m (0, sh,wl,O,rl ) =
N h N l N l
"""' """' \ h D (-0 -h -h -l -l -l -l) + """' \l 1") (-0 -h -l -l -0 -l)L-J L-J /\i I"n-l,m ,S - ei ,W ,ej' r - ej L-J /\iI"n,m-l ,S,W - ei' ,r
i=l j=l i=l
N h N h
+"""' """' ( h + 1 h ) h 1") (-h -h + -h -l -0 -l)L-J L-J Si - eij Ili I"n+l,m ej, S - ej ei ,W, ,r
i=l j=l
(3)
Next, we consider the border between the areas II and III (n + m = k, n < k). That
is, all servers are occupied (with high and/or low priority jobs), the queue is empty and there is
at least one low priority item in service. Then the transitions to the state (0, sh, 0, sl ,0) are:
(1) the arrival of a (high or low priority) job i that enters service immediately,
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(2) the service completion of a high priority job i, causing that a single low priority job in
the queue (type j) is being served; note that a low priority job that is taken into service may be
either a new service or a postponed service,
(3) the service completion of a low priority job i, causing that the single low priority job in
the queue (type j) is being served; again, a low priority job that is taken into service may be
either a new or a postponed service; note that a high priority job cannot be in the queue if a
low priority job is being served.
(Ah+ Al +7i (sh, sl)) Pn,m (0, sh, 0, sl,0) =
Nh N 1
~ h (--h -h--l-) ~ I (--h--l -1-)L..J..\ Pn-1,m 0, s - ei ,0, s ,0 + L..J AiPn,m-1 0, S ,0, S - ei'°
i=l i=l
Nh N 1
+1 (11'11 = 0) LL (sf + 1) JLfPn+l,m (O,sh +ef,e~,t -~,O)
i=l j=l
N h N 1
+LL (sf + 1) JLfPn+l,m (o,sh +ef,O,sl-~,e~)
i=l j=l
N 1 N 1
+ 1(11'11 = 0) LL (si +1- eij) JLiPn,m+l (0, sh,e~,sl +ei - e~,O)
i=l j=l
N 1 Nl
+LL (si +1- eij) JLiPn,m+l (o,sh,o, sl + ei - ~,en
i=l j=l
(4)
Finally we consider probability states in area III (n + m < k). These states have empty
queue and hence no items are postponed (1'1 = 0). Now the transitions from the neighbors of
the state (0, sh, wI, sl ,1'1) become much simpler. They consist of:
(1) the arrival of a high priority job that enters service immediately,
(2) the arrival of a low priority job that enters service immediately,
(3) the completion of a (high or low) priority job without starting a new job because the
queue is empty.
Hence we find:
(Ah+ Al +7i (sh,sl)) Pn,m (0, sh,O, t,O) =
Nh Nl
~ h (--h -h--l-) ~ I (--h--l -1-)L..J..\ Pn-1,m 0, s - ei ,0, s ,0 + L..J..\Pn ,m-1 O,S ,0, s - ei,O
i=l i=l
N h N 1
~(h ) h (--h -h--l-) ~(l ) I (--h--l -1-)+ L..J si + 1 JLi Pn+l,m 0, s + ei ,0, s ,0 + L..J Si + 1 JLiPn,m+l 0, S ,0, S + ei,°
i=l i=l
In the next sections, we will show how we can solve these equilibrium equations thereby
obtaining the exact system state probabilities. We will address the areas I, II and III in Section
3 and Section 4.
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3 System states with high priority items in queue (n > k).
In this section we focus on area I, so there is at least one high priority item in the queue.
3.1 Reducing the set of equations
First, we note that we can rewrite these state probabilities by conditioning on the total number
of high priority items in the queue. So, Pn,m (wh, Sh, Wi, 0,rd) = P~,m (iWhI,Sh, Wi, 0, r 1) x
Pr{distribution of high priority items in queue over subclasses = wh I number of high priority
items in queue= Iwhl}. Given the total number of high priority items in the queue, the items are
h ( hrfdistributed over the item subclasses according to a multinomial distribution, Iwh I! rr~l a~!>! .
•
The expression P~,m (IwhI 'sh, wi, 0, r 1) describes the probability that (1) the distribution of
high priority items in service is given by the vector sh, (2) the low priority items in queue are
given by the vectors wi and r1, (3) no low priority items are in service, and (4) the total number
of high priority items in the queue equals Iwhl. Because it holds that Iwhl = n - k, we see that
this expression is in fact independent of Iwhl. Therefore we can omit the parameter Iwhl and
rewrite the equilibrium equations for the states with n > k using the product form:
N h ( h)W!>
D (-h -h -I -0 -I) l-hl'II ai • pI (-h -I -0 -I)
"n,m W ,8 ,W, ,r = w . ~,n,m 8 ,W, ,r .
i=l W z •
(5)
In this way, we reduce the number of state probabilities to be solved.
We substitute the relation (5) in equation (1) and we divide both sides by kJ.Lh to obtain
equations that can be transformed in matrix form. This yields:
N h ( h)Wh
l-hl'II aq q pI (-h + h h -I -0 -I)w. W h! n+l,m 8 ei - ej ,W, ,rq=l q
I
where ry = 4.
J.L
Because we use the product form (5), we have to sum up all the equations for the state
probabilities satisfying Lwf = Iwhl. Taking into account that Laf = 1, we can write all
equilibrium equation with the same nand m in a matrix form:
((1 + ph + ry/) 1+ Jh) Pn,m (wi, 0, r1) = phPn_l,m (wi ,0, r1)
N 1
+rypl L ajPn,m-l (wi - ej, 0, r1) + APn+1,m (wi, 0, r1)
j=l
8
(6)
where P n+l,m (wi, 0) are vectors containing probabilities P~,m (sh, wi, 0, 1'1) as components. The
dimension of vectors P n+l,m (wI, 0) is equal to amount of different server states given that all
servers are occupied with hp items, Le. this dimension is equal to d (Nh, k) (L:7=o d (NI, i) ) ,
with d (x, y) = (x+~+l). ""Jh and A are linear operators on a d (Nh, k) (L:;=o d (NI, i)) - dimen-
sional linear space:
( - ( h -) h I) ( I -) h ='-]1+8 S ,0 +p +,,/p Pn+l,m w,O [s ,1'
N l N l
= L L (sf + 1- eij) (1 + 8f) ajPn+l,m (wI, 0) [sh + ei - ej, 1'1].
i=l j=l
Solving this matrix equation we can find all state probabilities with (n > k). To solve it, it
is worth noticing that ;pI only serves as an index, where equations with different indices ;pI are
decoupled In the next lemma the structure of the solution of this equation is explained.
Lemma 1
Define the matrix-function Z (ph, pI, ,,/;~) as the solution of
Then
Pn,m
(7)
(8)
satisfies all equations for m 2: 0, n > k.
NotethatL:whwlp(wh,sh,wl,O,1'I) = [(Z-l(~))n-kC(~)] [sh,1'I]. The notation [sh,1'1]
, ~=1
in the right hand side refers to the indicated vector component.
Details of the proof are given in appendix 1.
The probabilities of the system states constructed in this section have a differential form,
therefore we will need derivatives of the matrix Z. To find these derivatives is not an easy task
since we can not derive an analytical form of the matrix Z, but we can use the equation (7) to
find such derivatives iteratively. Details are given in appendix 2.
4 System states with no high priority items in queue (n ~ k).
In this section we describe the solution of the equilibrium equations for the states with only low
priority items in the queue (n ::; k).
4.1 Reducing the set of equations
As in the previous section, we can reduce the set of equations by writing the state probabilities
in product form, conditioning on the total number of low priority items in the queue IWI I. Given
this total number, the number of jobs in the queue per low priority subclass has a multinominal
distribution with parameters Iwil and a~ = >..UAI, i = 1 ... N I . So we can write:
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N
l ( i)WI
n (-0 -h d -i -i) -I-ii' IT~P" (-h -i -i)
-'n,m ,S, W ,S ,r - w . if n,m S ,S ,r .
i=l Wi'
Note that we can omit two parameters, namely the number of high priority items in the queue
per subclass (these are always zero) and the number oflow priority items in the queue Iwil. For
the latter, it holds that Iwil = m -lsil-IFi/.
Again, we substitute this product form into the equations (2) for n < k, m > k - n, and
next we sum up the equations for all system states having the total number of (non-postponed)
low priority items in the queue equal to Iwil. After dividing the resulting equations by kJ.Lh, we
obtain the following equations for P:: m (', .):
,
n+m>k
N h N l Ih", '" 8;+1 h( [-h h -I 1 -I I]P ~ ~ 1811+1ai 8 -ei ,8 +ej,r -ej ,
.=lJ=l
N h
ph 2: af( [Sh - ef, sl], n + m :::; k
i=l
'Ypl( [sh,sl,rl] , n+m> k
N l
'Ypl 2: a~( [sh, Sl - eL OJ, n +m:::; k
i=l
where the operators Dn,m, Fn,m, En,m, Bn,m and Gn,m on the vectors ( [sh, si] are respectively
defined as:
D ([-h-I_I]d.:J{ (1+8(sh, sl)+ph+'Ypl)([sh, sl,rll, n+m2':k
n,m 8,8,r - (ntm+8(sI~,sl)+ph+'Ypl)([sh,j,OJ, n+m<k
F ( [-h -I -I] d!:f {n,m 8 ,8 ,r -
E ( [-h -I -IJ d.:J {n,m S ,8 ,T -
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1 ~ ~ (h ) ( h) r l.+1 [-h h -I 1 -I I] kk ~ L." Si + 1 1 + 0i P#!' S + ei , S - ej , r + ej ,n + m 2::
.=13=1
N h N l
Bn,m([sh,sl,1'I] d~ ii~j~la;(sf+l) (l+of)([sh+ ef,sl-e;,O], n+m2::k, 1'1=0
N hi~ (sf + 1) (1 + of) , [sh + ef, sl ,0], n + m < k
The equilibrium equations (3) for n = k have a similar form, with the only difference that these
equations include the probabilities of the system states with one high priority item in the queue
(n = k + 1), which are equal to~ (~) Iwll [Z-l (~) C (~)]. So, we can aggregate all equations
for states with no high priority items in queue (n S k) and write them in matrix form. To this
end, we write all vectors P n,m for the states with the same number of items in the system (i.e.
n + m) into one vector lPi, with £= n + m. For example, then the equations for the states with
more items in the system than the number of servers (£ > k) can be written as:
o
) (
PO,m )P 1m- 1
D..=_. P.:~_.
o ) ( PO,m-l )P 1m-2
F•.=_. E•.=_. P •.~-'-l
(
P;,;;l )
P";~'+1
Bo,m
(
Doo,m D1,m-l
(
Eo,m
= F 1,m-1 E1,m-l
o
+
(
GO,m
G 1,m-1
o
+ ( B.:J m! (~r [Z-l({)C({)],""
The equations for n + m S k have the same form, but they do not include the inhomogeneous
term.
Rewriting these equations in a matrix form, where the vector lPi is composed of the vectors
Pn,m-n we obtain:
llIill'i = lFill'i_l +Gi ll'i+1 + IIi (i ~ k)! (~y-' [Z-l ({) C ({)] i=il • i ?c k (10)
]]))ilPi = lFilPi_1 + GilPi+1' £< k (11)
where the matrices ]]))j, lFi and Gi are fixed for £~ k and depend on £for £< k.
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The dimension of the equations in (10) does not depend on i. It can be derived from the
number of all combinations of N h + N 1 items on k servers including all combinations of j
postponed items j :::; n :::; k. We find:
d. (I' _ ) _ 2:k [2:k (Nh +n - 1) (N1+k- n - 1)] (N1+ i - 1)1m J..-"t>k n<k" - ' .
, - n -n '/,
i=O n=i
(12)
The dimension of the equations (11) depends on i and should be equal to the number of all
combinations of N h + N 1 items on i servers if i :::; k, Le.
(13)
So, we now have two systems of second order linear difference equations. One system (for
i > k) is an inhomogeneous system with a fixed dimension and with fixed coefficients. The
second system (for i < k) has coefficients depending on i. Also, the system dimension depends
on t. In the next two sections we describe how we can construct the solution of these two
systems.
4.2 States with only low priority items in queue (i 2:: k, n ::; k).
The probabilities of the system states having only low priority items in queue satisfy the sys-
tem of linear inhomogeneous difference equations of second order with fixed coefficients (10).
However, the inhomogeneous term has a differential form, therefore the standard procedure
of solving the inhomogeneous equations (solution of homogeneous + partial solution of inho-
mogeneous) is difficult to apply. Therefore we will look for the solution in a differential form
JP>t+k = fr (if,) t v (~)f,=o where t = i - k. The substitution of this solution into the equation (10)
gives:
Here we can apply the following equations: (d~) t (xf (x)) x=O = t [( d~ )t-1 f (x)L=o and
(ix)t (x2f (x))x=o = t (t -1) [(ix)t-2 f (x)L=o that can be easily proved as shown in the proof
of lemma 1 (Appendix 1). These two equations allow us to remove the derivatives from equation
(10) and to obtain a new expression of the function v (~) for any t > 0:
t > O. (14)
The function C (~) can be expressed as a part of the vector-function v (~), which corresponds to
the states with k high priority items in the system Vk (~), Le. C (~) = Vk (~).
The right part of equation (14) should be a function which becomes zero for any t > 0, Le.
a linear function. Hence, we obtain another expression for the vector-function v (~), that does
not contain derivatives, but that contains unknown vectors C1 and C2:
(15)
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or
(16)
The constants 0 1 and 02 can be easily expressed via the probability states lP'k' and lP'k-1,
i.e. we have from equation (15) that for ~ = 0,
-Gv (0) = 02
and recalling that v (0) = JP>k' we obtain an equation for C2:
Next, we can take the derivative of equation (15) in point ~ = 0 and obtain
IDlv (0) - Gv' (0) - JffiZ-1 (0) Vk (0) = C1,
The left hand side terms of the last equation are equivalent to some terms of equation (10) for
i = k if we take into account that lP'k = v (0), JP>k+l = v' (0) and that the matrices IDlk' Gk, Jffik
are equivalent to IDl, G and Jffi, respectively. Then we find:
So, we have
0 1 = lFklP'k-1.
In this way, we have defined a function v (~) given the probability vectors JP>k and JP>k-1 and
next all probability vectors JP>£ for i = k+ 1 ... 00 follow from JP>k and JP>k-1. However, an essential
piece of information has not been used upto now. It is clear that we are looking for decaying
solutions J1D£ for i~ 00. As a consequence v (~) should be analytic on a circle with radius 1+c
for some c > O. Due to (15) extra conditions have to be satisfied at points ~ inside this circle
where H(~) is singular. It turns out that there are several such points in general. For example,
~ = 0 and ~ = 1 are points of this type. It is easy to check that in case ~ = 0 any vector with
o entries whenever Irll > 0 is in the null space of G. Using the the equilibrium property for
subsystems with sh, sl, r l fixed m arbitrary it is not difficult to check that It = (1, .... , 1) is a
left eigenvalue of lHI (1) for the eigenvalue O. In the next section we shall show that the decay
requirement boils down a relation between the initial condition JP>k+l and lP'k of the following
type:
In the next section it will be shown that this can be done by using a direct method without
reference to singular points of H(~). This result is crucial in the case with no queue at all.
4.3 Decay of W£ for i -----+ 00.
From (15) it follows by differentiating t ~ 2 times with respect to ~ that:
(t) df (t) df-1 (t) dfo lHI (0) de v (0) + 1 lHI' (0) d~t-1 V (0) + ... + t d~t lHI (0) v (0) = 0,
We can also write this in the form
t
L hilP'k+m-i = 0,
i=Q
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h I d i () 1 di (were lP'k+i = if d{i V 0 and hi, = if de lHI 0).
An important consequence of this equation is that
(17)
We will derive this result shortly. First we mention that this has the implication that for
decaying solutions lP'k+t for t ---t 00 if n~ remains bounded:
lP'k+l = QklP'k with Qk = lim Q~
t---+oo
Let us now show how the matrices Q~ and n~ can be determined.
Using backward recursion from t to k+l we can show that for any t and t* (t > t*) a relation
(18)
is valid. That is:
For t* = t - 1 it is clear from the equation for lP't+k that we can take S~ = hi'
For t* < t - 1 we have the equation derived in the previous induction step and also the
original equation for lP't* +k:
t*+1 t*+1 t*+1So lP't+k + SI lP'k+t* + ... + St*+IlP'k - 0
hOlP'k+t* + ... + ht*lP'k - 0
Then multiplying the first equation by ho (Sf+l) -1 and taking the difference we obtain
ho (Sf+l) -1 St*+llP't+k + (ho (Sf+l) -1 Sf+l - hI) lP'k+t*-1
+
or in other terms
~ ~ ~So lP'k+t + SI lP'k+t*-1 + ... + St*lP'k = 0
where the matrices sf are equal to
r.:.t*00 ho (Sf+l) -1 St*+l
(h (ot*+I) -1 ot*+1 _ h,)o Cll Cli+l t, i = 1, ... , t*
So, we have shown that for any t and t* (t > t*) the relation (18) is valid. Next, taking t* = 2
we obtain
S5lP't+k + SrlP'k+l + S~lP'k = 0
which is the desired result if we identify n~ = - (Si) -1 S5 and Q~ = - (Si) -1 S§. Herewith
the relation (17) is shown.
Note that from a computational point of view the matrices Q~ and n~ can be computed
using a straightforward iteration procedure. In this iteration we check the boundedness of n~
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and numerical evidence shows that this is the case in all cases we considered, moreover we found
that
lim Iln%11 ~ w (1 - p)
t~oo
where w is some constant depending on other system parameters. Hence by taking t sufficiently
large we then have a good approximation of the matrix Qk that will play a role in the sequel.
Furthermore, p -+ 1 is not a problem for the convergence in the iterations.
In the computation of performance measures we shall also need information about the func-
tion v(~) at ~ = 1. As an intermezzo we describe in the next subsection how such information
can now easily be obtained.
4.4 On the vectors v (1), v' (1) and v" (1).
Let us to discuss now the procedure to find v (1), v' (1) and v" (1), which we need for the
performance characteristics. This procedure is non-trivial due to singularity of the matrix lHI (1).
Therefore we cannot find the vector v (1) just by inverting the equation (15) at ~ = 1
We have to apply a procedure using the Taylor expansion. Namely we derive from (15)
lHI (1) v' (1) + lHI' (1) v (1) = F\lPk-l'
(19)
(20)
In this equation we have to get rid of the term with v' (1). It can be done if we project in
(20) both sides onto the null-space of lHI(l). Hence, we multiply this equation by matrix Pr1
constructed as:
Pr1 = c S (1 0) S-l,
where S is matrix of eigenvectors of lHI (1) and the block with 1 on the diagonal corresponds
to the zero eigenvalue and the block with 0 on the diagonal to non-zero eigenvalues; c is some
number > 0 that can be used for scaling purposes. It is easy to show that multiplication of
matrices Pr1 and lHI (1) gives zero:
Pr1 lHI (1) = cS (1 0) S-llHI(l) = cS (1 0) (0 *) S-l=O.
So, we have now a new system of linear equations
[lHI (1) + PrllHI' (1)] v (1) = (1 +Pr1) IFklPk-1 - GlPk
where the matrix [lHI (1) + PrllHI' (l)J turns out to be non-singular. In all our experiments it
turned out that 0 is a single eigenvalue of lHI (1) and as we saw previously the corresponding left
eigenvector is It = (1, .... , 1). As a consequence the matrix Pr1 can be constructed as a matrix
with elements of one row (any row) equal to 1.
(0
1 01)Pr1 =
In the same way we can find the derivatives v' (1), v" (1), etc. That is
[lHI (1) + 2PrllHI' (1)] v' (1) = - [lHI' (1) + Pr1lHI" (1)] v (1) + IFklPk-1
[lHI (1) + 3 PrllHI' (1)] v" (1) = - [2lHI' (1) + 3 Pr1lHI" (1)] v' (1) - [lHI" (1) + Pr1lHI'" (1)] v (1)
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4.5 States with empty queue (i < k).
The equilibrium equations for i < k do not have an inhomogeneous term:
]]))ilP'i = lFilP'i-l + GilP'i+l
However, now the matrices ]]))i> lFi> Gi depend on the value of i. We can find lP'i for i < k using
a recurrent expression. The complete solution can be represented as:
where Qi follows recursively from
In this recurrent relation, the matrix Qk was found in the previous section. The free constant
lP'0 is determined by
n (-h -h -i -i -i) 1
-'n,m W ,8 ,W,8,r =
wh;sh ,wi ;sl ;;pl
or
~ n (-0 -h -0 -i -0) + ~ n (-Oh -h -i -i -i)+L-irn,m ,8,,8, L-i -'n,m ,8,W,8,r
i~k Irll~n~k, i>k
2: Pn,m (wh, sh, wi, 0, ri ) = 1
n>k,lrll~k
It is easy to show that the sum L::lrll~n~k, i>k Pn,m (Oh,sh,wi,si,ri) is equal to v (1). From
the previous section we know that v (1) can be expressed in lP'k-l and lP'k. Hence v (1) = lP'ovo (1)
where vO (1) can simply be expressed in lFk G and products of the sort Qi'" Qo. Now lP'0 follows
from:
k-2
lP'0{1 +2: (Ii> Qi ... Qo) + ( In~k,i2k' vO(1) ) + (In>k, (I - Z-l (1)) v~ (I)} = 1,
£=0
where v~ (1) is part of vector vO (1) with k high priority items in the system and 1* is a vector with
all elements equal to 1 and with a dimension corresponding to dimension of the state spaces (d.
hi" ( ) k[k hi]expressions 12-13) i e dim (1-) = (N +N. +t-l) dim 1 _ ="" (N +n-l) (N +k-n-l) X
, . . t t' n<k,t>k L..J L..J n k-n
- i=O n=i
(NI~i-l) and dim (In>k) = (Nhtk- 1)
Hence, we found the probability states for i = 0 ... k +1 and the values of the first derivative
of the function v (1) that we need to calculate the performance measures for the queueing system.
5 Performance measures.
In this section we will concentrate on the performance criteria for the low priority items in the
system, since performance indicators for the high priority items can be calculated using the
non-priority multi-class, multi-serve queue analysis by Van Harten and Sleptchenko [l1J. The
latter is possible due to the preemptive priority rule in our system, i.e. low priority items don't
influence processing of high priority items and therefore they can be ignored.
We show here how to calculate performance indicators like the mean number of low priority
items of type i in the queue, the mean number of the low priority items of type i in the postponed
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I n (-h -h -I -I -d)wiTn,m W ,8 ,W ,8 ,T .
state and the first two moments of the total number of the low priority items of type i in the
system. We denote the number of low priority items of subclass i in the queue as qL in the
postponed state as ps1 and in the system as R~. Such performance indicators playa role in
spare part service networks as discussed in the introduction (Sherbrooke [13], Sleptchenko et
al. [12]). Other interesting performance measures are the expected number of postponements
of per item of type i, the expected residential time of items of type i in service, queue and
postponement, respectively.
The mean number of the low priority item i in the queue can be found as sum of all probability
states with low priority items in the queue (i.e. zones I and II) multiplied by the number of low
priority item i in the queue:
E [qn = f= f=
n=O m=O -h -h -I -I -IW ,8 W ,8 ,r
Iwhl+lshl=n Iwll+I1'II+lsll=m
In this expression various terms can be simplified via the function v (~) and via the matrix Z (~)
using Taylor expansion:
=
00 00
LL
n=k+1 m=O whsh wi 1'1Iwhl+lshl~n,lshl=k Iwll+I1'II~m,I1'll~k
In (-h -h d -0 -I)WiTn,m W ,8 ,W, ,T
00
k 00
+L L L L W~Pn,m (O,sh,wl,i,ri)
n=O m=k-n sh w' 1'1 s'
Ishl=n Iwll+I1'II+I~li=m,I1'll~n
-~=t ~ ~ <4(1w'11_l)! (~Y"'I [(Z(e)~lr~'v-(eta
Ishl=k 11'11~k
~ 1'1 rrNI (aD wf [1 ern' (C)]L.J Wim . ~ m'l df.m,v '" ~=o
n=Om'=k-nwf,rf,sf i=l t
which finally gives us
-a~ (In>k' (Z (1) - 1)-1 Z' (1) (Z (1) - 1)-1 vk (1))
+a~ (In>k' (Z (1) - 1)-1 Z (1) v~ (1)) + a~ (ln~k,£2k' v' (1))
Here Vk refers to the vector components of v with Ish I= k. The notation 1* is used for a
vector with components 1 of the dimension indicated by the subscript as introduced before.
In an analogous way we obtain
E [pS1] = (X~>k,Vk (1)) + (X;~k,£2k ,v (1)),
I I
where X~>k and X;<k £>k have as components the amounts of postponed low priority items i
corresponding with th~~ector component (sh, sl, ;;;1).
I I
Using similar vectors X:i~k,£2k and X?, which keep track of amounts of the low priority items
in service we can write down an expression for the mean number of items of type i in service:
k-2
E[S~] = L (x;f ,Q£ ... QoJP'o) + (X:f~k,£2k ,v (1)),
£=0
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Note that the mean number of items of type i in service can also be estimated via Little's law,
Le.
E [SR~] = A~ / Ili
We can use this as a test to check the accuracy of our numerical approximations in the next
section.
The expected value of Ri is composed of these three terms:
Next Little's law can be applied to calculate performance indicators as the mean waiting time
E [Wl), the mean postponement time E [PsTimei] and the mean sojourn time E [SJTimei]:
and, of course,
AiE [wI]
Ai E [PsTimei]
Ai E [SJTimei]
- E [q~]
E[pSi]
- E [Ri]
E [SJTimei] = :i + E [wI] + E [PsTimei]
Note that E [PsTimei] has to be interpreted as: the expected total time an item of type i
spends in a postponed state between the moment it leaves the queue and the moment its service
process is completed. Further, we should note that even though preemption occurs, the expected
total service time equals 1/ILL due to Poisson character of the end of service events.
Let us now focus on another interesting quantity: E[nrPreemptEventiJ, the expected num-
ber of preemption events per item of type i. In order to compute it we need the arrival rate
of a low priority item into postponed state. It can be calculated using the state probabilities
estimated in the previous sections. The arrival rate of low priority items i into postponed state
is equal to arrival rate of high priority items multiplied by the probability that item i was
withdrawn from the service:
Si ( ) ( sl )ps h .i -h-i-d.-i h iAi = A -h~l -I lsi IPn,m 0, S ,w, S ,r = A X:;;9,i~k ' v (1)
S ,w ,8 ,T
~ ~ ~
where components of vectors xi and X-:5:k,i~k are equal to rstr of corresponding vector compo-
nent (sh, si, r;l)
Comparing the number of preemption events with the number of arrivals over a long interval
it is clear that number of preemption events per each item entering the system is equal to:
E[nrPreemptEventi] = AfsI Ai
It is now also possible to compute the expected time between the moment an item of type i is
postponed and the next moment when the service process was resumed again, Le. the expected
re-entrance into service time, E[reenterTimeiJ. Using Little's law again, we obtain
AfsE[ReenterTimeiJ = E [PSi]
Note that the number of preemption events per each item entering the system can be also
estimated as:
E[nrPreemptEventiJ = E [PsTimei] / E[ReenterTime~J
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Let us now conclude this section on performance measures with some remarks on the calcu-
lation of the second moment of R~. Here we should take into account the correlations between
numbers of items in queue, in service and in the postponed states. This can be done analogous
to computations for non-priority systems in van Harten and Sleptchenko [11]. After a lengthy
computation (details can be provided to the reader upon request) we obtain:
E[(Rn 2] = + (aO 2(In>k' 2 [(Z (1) - 1)-1 Z' (1) (Z (1) - 1)-1 Z' (1) (Z (1) - 1)-1
- (Z (1) - 1)-1 Z" (1) (Z (1) - 1)-1] vk (1))
- 2 (a~) 2 (In>k' (Z (1) - 1)-1 Z' (1) (Z (1) - 1)-1 Z' (1) (Z (1) - 1)-1 v~ (1))
+ (a~r (In>k' (Z (1) - 1)-1 Z (1) v~ (1))
- a~ (In>k' (Z (1) - 1)-1 Z' (1) (Z (1) - 1)-1 Vk (1)) + a~ (In>k' (Z (1) - 1)-1 v~ (1))
- 2a~ (X~>k' (Z (1) - 1)-1 Z' (1) (Z (1) - 1)-1 vk (1))
+ 2a~ (X~>k' (Z (1) - 1)-1 vk(I)) + ( (X:i>kf '(I - Z (1)-1) -1 vk (1))
+ (an 2 (ln~k,i~k' v" (1)) + a~ ((In~k,i~k' v' (1)) + 2 (x~;:,~~k' v' (1)))
( 2) k-2(2 )rl+sl s!+ (X;~k,hk) ,V (1) +?= (X/) ,Qi'" QoIPo
t=O
In an analogous way second moments of SRi, qi, P S! can be given.
6 Numerical experiments.
To examine the computational efforts necessary to obtain accurate results by the proposed
algorithm, we shall first compare the values of first and second moments of numbers of items in
the system obtained by the proposed algorithm with different numbers of iterations t in formula
(17).
A set of numerical experiments, was designed to see the impact of this numbers of iterations
t and the total utilization rate p. We chose the following parameter settings for our numerical
experiments:
- k is equal to 4,
- Nh and N l are fixed to 2,
- the arrival rates are fixed and distributed as: Aq = 1.75, A~ = 2.25, Ai = 2.75, A~ = 3.25
- the service rates satisfy: J.Lf = J.Lh (1 + 8f) and J.L~ = J.Lh (1 + 8D, where the 8i's are equal
to 0.5 for odd and -0.5 for even items.
- J.Lh is varied so that p is equal to 0.75, 0.85 or 0.95
In figure 2 we plot the maximum error between the mean and the variance of the numbers of
low priority items in the system obtained by the algorithm with different amounts of iterations
and the mean and the variance obtained after 80 iterations. Under the axis with the number of
iterations we indicate the CPU time in seconds required to do these iterations using a Pentium
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Figure 2: Error in performance estimators of low priority items against amounts of iterations
and computation time for cases with 4 item types and 4 servers and different utilisation rates.
III-500 PC with the algorithm implemented in Borlan Delphi 5. This plot shows us how the
approximation error decreases with increasing number of iterations, and how much time we need
to obtain these errors.
It is an interesting effect that for the systems with higher utilisation rates we can obtain good
results for low priority items with less iterations. On the other hand we have an exact method
to estimate the performance characteristics of high priority items, that is independent of p as
for computational effort (cf. van Harten, Sleptchenko [11]). Comparison of these results with
the results obtained by a discrete event simulation have also shown us that after 10 iterations
in average we come to performance estimators of the low priority items within a 3% confidence
intervaL Further, we have checked whether the test E [SRn = AUp~ from the previous section
is satisfied. The experiments have shown that after 20 iterations the average relative error is
rv 0.2% and after 40 iterations is rv 0.04%
Next, we shall present some results on the influence of the most important parameters of
the MCMS priority system on the performance measures as introduced in the previous section.
From queueing theory we know that the total utilization rate p and the number of servers k are
such parameters for any queueing system. However, we have learned from the experiments with
the MCMS non-priority queueing system (van Harten and Sleptchenko [11]) that the fractions
of arrival rates (ai) and the perturbations of the service times ((\) might also seriously influence
the performance characteristics of the queueing system.
We did computations for a large set of instances. Since the effects we want to discuss are
already present for small systems we shall only present here the results on experiments for 3
servers and 3 items. One of items has high priority and two have low priority. The utilization
rate p is fixed to 95%. First of all we want to see the influence of difference between the service
I
times. This difference is completely defined by the parameters 'Y and l!t, where pi and p~ are
J.L2
the service rates of the low priority classes. Also we would like to see the influence of different
values of the utilization rate of high priority items. Hence, we vary in fact three parameters:
I
ph, 'Y and !!t. The other parameters are either fixed (e.g. fractions of arrival rates within group
J.L2
of the low priority item are equal to ai = 0.3 and a~ = 0.7), or are completely defined by the
I
other parameters (e.g. 8i and 8~). In this way we have done 18 experiments for 'Y and !!t equal
J.L2
to 0.5, 1 and 2 and for ph equal to 20% and 60%.
Some interesting performance characteristics are presented in the table 1: the expected total
number of items in the system for each low priority subclass E [Ri], the expected number of
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Table 1: Expected numbers of low priority items in the system, in the queue, in the postpone
state and expected number of postpone events per each low priority item entering the system
I
for different values of "I, ph and !!:t (the upper numbers in each cell corresponds to the first low
/1-2
priority item and the numbers under to the second low priority item).
ph 20% 60%
~
"I E[RU E [q!] E[PS1] >.,T!S / )./ E [RiJ E [q!] E[PS1] >.,!!S / >.t.j.L~ t t t t
0.5 6.2 5.0 0.14 0.73 4.3 3.4 0.47 7.6613.1 11.7 0.67 0.35 8.9 7.9 0.52 3.73
0.5 1 6.7 5.6 0.10 0.96 5.9 4.9 0.40 7.6814.4 13.0 0.11 0.46 12.6 11.6 0.44 3.73
2 7.8 6.7 0.07 0.78 8.9 8.0 0.33 5.7716.9 15.5 0.08 0.38 19.7 18.8 0.35 2.80
0.5 5.3 4.5 0.09 4.05 3.8 3.2 0.30 27.912.4 10.6 0.21 2.21 8.9 7.4 0.70 16.1
1 1 5.8 5.1 0.06 2.41 5.3 4.8 0.25 16.413.6 11.9 0.15 1.49 12.4 11.1 0.58 10.5
2 6.9 6.9 0.04 1.39 8.4 7.9 0.20 9.4516.1 14.4 0.10 0.93 19.6 18.3 0.47 6.49
0.5 5.3 4.8 0.05 6.15 3.7 3.30 0.17 40.613.4 11.2 0.25 4.59 9.4 7.70 0.83 31.8
2 1 5.8 5.4 0.04 3.29 5.2 4.9 0.14 21.714.6 12.6 0.19 2.75 13.0 11.4 0.70 18.8
2 6.9 6.5 0.02 1.76 8.3 8.0 0.11 11.617.0 15.1 0.13 1.60 20.0 18.6 0.57 10.9
items in the queue for each low priority subclass E [qi], the expected number of the postponed
items for each low priority subclass E [PSi] and the expected number of preemption events per
each low priority item entering the system >.fs / >.~.
From table 1 we can draw the following conclusions:
• Numbers of items in the postponed state increase with increase of the utilisation rate of
the high priority items ph (this is not a trivial result since p = ph + pi is constant, hence
increasing of ph means decreasing of /).
I
• The dependence of the total number of postponed items on the ratio !!:t is quite small.
/1-2
I
• However the dependence of the total number of items in queue on the ratio !!:t is remarkable.
/1-2
Namely the numbers of items in queue (hence, the waiting times) are lower when service
times of low priority items are equal (J,Li = J,L~), than when perturbations of service times
of low priority items occur. This can be interpreted as a sort of Pollaczek-Khintchine
effect (d. Tijms [14]), Le. the average waiting time is increases when the variability of the
service time increseas.
• The numbers of low priority items in queue (hence, the waiting times) are lower when
service time of high priority items is shorter ("( is smaller).
• The numbers of the low priority items in the queue decrease with increase of the utilisation
rate of high priority items (ph) when the service time of the high priority items is shorter
or equal ("I :s; 1) and increase with the increase of the utilisation rate of high priority items
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(ph) when the service time of the high priority items is longer than the average service
time of the low priority items ('Y > 1).
It is also possible to derive from this table the time parameters, such as waiting time in the
queue and in the postponed state or the total time spent in the system. This can be done using
Little's law as was shown in section 5.
To conclude this section we give a sketch of the effect of applying a priority queueing rule.
Therefore we vary p in the experiment with N h = 1, N l = 2, k = 3, J.L~/ J.L~ = 0.5, 'Y = 0.5 and
ph = 0.6p, / = OAp, compare the total numbers of items for this experiments in cases with and
without priority rules (figure 3).
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Figure 3: Relative increase (decrease) of the total number of low (high) priority items caused
by introduction of priority rules into the queueing system.
The obtained picture shows not only the fact that the introduction of priority rules cause
increase (decrease) of the total number of low (high) priority items in the system but also the
scale of this increase (decrease).
7 Conclusions and generalizations.
In this paper we derived a method to analyze multi-class M / M /k priority queues with preemptive
priority and two priority groups (high and low). Each group of priority can contain several classes
of items with different arrival and service rates. The proposed method is based on solution of the
stationary state equations. It uses an iteration algorithm. The computational effort to find good
approximation depends on the number of types, number of servers and utilization rate (since
higher utilization rate requires more iterations). For example, system with 4 subclasses, 4 servers
and utilization rate of 95% needs 0 (20) matrix operations, where dimension of each matrix is
238 x 238. Due to the increase of the size of matrices the computational effort increases rapidly
for large k, N h and N l . Approximations are then necessary. As an approximation we then
replace groups of items with similar characteristic by one item with average service properties.
We have some results, but this is still work in progress.
This method can in principle be extended to solve problems with more priority groups.
This is possible iteratively due to preemption property. That is, we can estimate performance
estimators for each priority group ignoring all classes with lower priorities and aggregating all
classes with high priorities into one high priority group.
Also it can be used for cases where items have hyperexponential (Hx ) service times. We can
deal with these cases by representing each class as x classes with exponential distributed service
22
time and adopting the performance estimators for the total number of items in the system among
these x classes.
Finally, for applications of MCMS priority queueing theory in spare parts managements we
refer to a forthcoming report.
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Appendix 1: Proof of Lemma 1
We will prove this lemma by induction using the matrix form (6) of the equilibrium equations
(1):
((1 + ph + ,pi) I+ ~h) Pn,m (wi, 0) = phPn_l,m (wi, 0)
Nl
I~ (d -) (-I -)+,p L.."ajPn,m-l w -ej,O +APn+l,m w,O
j=l
Proof. For m = 0 equation (6) can be written as
((1 + ph + ,pi) I +~h) Pn,o (0,0) = phPn_l,O (0,0) + APn+l,o (0,0)
which is similar to the multi-class multi-server equilibrium equation having a solution of the
form Pn,o (0,0) = (Z-lr-kC (see [11]), where Z should satisfy the equation
((1 + ph + ,pi) I + ~h) = phZ + AZ-l, 10- (Z)I > 1
similar to the equation (7) with e= o. So we have that the solution in the form (8) is the
solution of the equation (1) for m = O.
For m > 0 we first define P~ (x) as the solution of:
N 1
((1 + ph + ,pi) I + ~h) P~ (x) = php~_l (x) + ,pi L a;xjP~ (x) + AP~+l (x) (21)
j=l
with Xj E [0,1]' being just a parameter.
It follows that P~ (x) = (Z (ph, pl"i Xfl)n-k C' (x). By differentiation of (21) with respect
to Xj we find
_ dP' (x) dP' (x) N1 dP' (x)
((1+ph+,pl)I+8h) n =ph n-l +,pl~a~xi ndx . dx . L.." dx·J J i=l t
dP' (-)
+ A n+l x + ,pal.p' (x)dXj J n
Hence [~;(.X)]_ satisfies the equation (1) for m = 1.
J x=O
Using the general property (fx)m (xf (x)) = m (fx)m-l f (x) + x (fx)m f (x) we find by
differentiation of (21) mj-times with respect to each parameter Xj that:
((1+ ph +-yp') 1+5") fi (:;"r P~ (x) = phfi (:x.r P~-l (xl
N
1
Nl ( d ) mi N 1 ( d ) mi
+ ,pi~a~xv!! dXi P~ (x) + A!! dXi P~+l (x)
N
1
( d ) mv-l N
1
( d ) mi
+, / ~mva~ dx
v
!! dXi P~ (x)
i;6v
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Transforming this expression back to the P n,m (wi, 0) we get:
Now using the fact that J:: j = ~£~) t. = aj t. we can change the term L~1 a~xj in the
equation (21) to the function ~ (x) = L~1 a~xj and we can rewrite the probability states
written as:
( )
m.
I al J m~ m. II j (i-) [(Z-1 (~)r-k C (~)]~ m! mj! dE. ~=o
=~~!,(L:n~ (~) m [(Z-1 (~))n-k C (~)]~=o = [(Z-1 (~)r-k C (~)]~=1
=1
as a well-known Taylor series expansion of (Z (ph, ph, li~) -1) n-k around ~ = 1, where the value
of Z (ph, ph, ,;~) is found from
((1+ph+I/)I+~h) =phZ+,pl~+AZ-\ Io-(Z)I >1
This equation can be solved as in the case of the non-priority multi-class queue (van Harten and
Sleptchenko [11]) using decoupling by 1'1.
So the solution has the form:
•
Appendix 2: On the derivatives of the matrix Z
Unlike a scalar function finding the derivative k [z (~)-1] has to take into account the non-
commutativity of t.Z (~) and Z (~) . This can be in the following way:
This provides a first relation between t~ [Z(O-1] and t.z(~). Next we can use the equation
defining the matrix Z (e), Le. if we differentiate (7) with respect to ~, we get
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So, we have a 2(Nhtk - 1) (L~O (NI~i-1) )-dimensional non-singular system of linear equa-
tions for 2(Nhtk - 1) (L~=O (NI~i-1)) variables and, therefore, the derivatives 11. [z (~)-1] and
11. z (~) for each value ~ are defined.
We can find the higher order derivatives in a similar way. We have a 2(Nht k - 1) (L~=O (Nl~i-1))_
dimensional non-singular system of linear equations for 2(Nht k - 1) (L~=O (NI~i-1)) variables:
and, therefore, the derivatives 11.: [z (~) -1] and :;:.. z(~) for each value ~ can be obtained from
the lower order derivatives.
Note that the equations for derivatives 11.: [z (~)-1] and 11.:z(~) have block-diagonal struc-
ture, consist of (L~=O (NI~i-1)) blocks for different r l of dimension 2(Nhtk - 1) X 2(Nhtk - 1) each,
moreover these blocks have the same structure for different rl . Hence, to construct derivatives
:;:.. [z (~) -1] and 11.:z(~) for each m (given that derivatives of lower order are already known)
is enough to solve once a system of linear equation of dimension 2(Nhtk - 1) x 2(Nhtk - 1) for one
ofr.
Appendix 3: Notations
k - number of servers.
N h - number of high priority classes
N l - number of low priority subclasses N l - number of low priority subclasses (total number
of types will be N h +N l ).
Ah - total arrival rate of the high priority items, and A~ - arrival rate of the high priority
subclass i.
Ai - total arrival rate of the low priority items, and A~ - arrival rate of the low priority subclass
i.
a~ - arrival fraction of the high priority subclass i.
a~ - arrival fraction of the low priority subclass i.
p,h - average service rate of the high priority items, and p,~ - service rate of the high priority
subclass i.
p,l - average service rate of the low priority items, and p,~ - service rate of the low priority
subclass i.
I
'Y - fraction of average service rates of high and low priority classes (ry = ~).
J.L
8~ - permutation coefficient of service rate of high priority subclass i (p,~ = p,h (1 + 8~))
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8i - permutation coefficient of service rate of low priority subclass i (J-ti = J-th (1 + 8D)
n - total number of the high priority items in the system, and ni - number of items of the high
priority subclass i.
m - total number of the low priority items in the system, and mi - number of items of the low
priority subclass i.
i-total number of items in the system (i = n + m), and t - total number of items in the
system minus number of items in service (t = i - k).
w h - vector describing amounts of high priority items in the queue.
sh - vector describing amounts of high priority items in the service.
wi - vector describing amounts of low priority items in the queue.
sl - vector describing amounts of low priority items in the service.
r i - vector describing amounts of postponed low priority items.
z (~) - solution matrix of the states (n > k), obtained as the solution of the equation (7)
P n - vector of servers states probabilities when there is a high priority items in the queue.
]Pi - vector of servers states probabilities when there is no high priority items in the queue.
v (~) - vector-function, which defines probabilities of system states with no high priority item
in the queue.
JH[ (~) - matrix-function, which defines the vectors-function v (~).
q~ - number of items of low priority subclass i in the queue.
P S~ - number of items of low priority subclass i in the postponed state.
SRi - number of items of low priority subclass i in the service.
Ri - number of items of low priority subclass i in the system.
wI - waiting time of items of low priority subclass i.
PsTimei - time spent by items of low priority subclass i in the postponed state.
S JTime~ - sojourn time of items of low priority subclass i .
.AfB - arrival rate of a low priority item i into postponed state
nrPreemptEventi - number of preemption events per low priority item of type i
ReenterTimei - time between the moment a low priority item of type i is postponed and the
moment when the service process is resumed again.
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